Association of treatment adherence with real-life VA outcomes in AMD, DME, and BRVO patients
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Purpose: Real-life clinical outcomes of patients treated with anti-VEGF drugs for neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD), diabetic macular edema (DME), or macular edema secondary to branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO) are often inferior to results from randomized clinical trials. This observational cohort study investigates treatment adherence and real-life clinical outcomes within the first year of treatment.

Patients and methods: A total of 708 treatment-naive patients (466 nAMD, 134 DME, and 108 BRVO) were included. Patients were followed with a PRN treatment protocol with three intravitreal injections (IVIs) and a series of 3 monthly injections in case of persistent or recurrent disease activity, as determined by monthly follow-up exams including optical coherence tomographies. Occurrence of gaps of >56 days between treatments or follow-up (nonadherence [NA]) and the reasons for NA (patient- or center-associated) as well as disease activity within the first 12 months of treatment were analyzed. Visual acuity (VA) as well as numbers and dates of optical coherence tomography and IVI were extracted from medical records.

Results: NA occurred significantly more often in patients with DME (44%) than nAMD (32%) or BRVO (25%, p<0.01 between groups). NA was mainly patient-associated (nAMD: 80.0%, DME: 83.1%, BRVO: 70.4%, p=0.38 between groups). Patients with nAMD and DME and appropriate treatment/follow-up adherence had a better chance of significantly gaining or maintaining VA, respectively (19.9% vs 12.0% with 3-line-gain in nAMD and 1.3% vs 15.3% 3-line loss in DME; each p<0.05). NA did not correlate with VA outcomes in BRVO (3-line gain 30.9% vs 48.1% and 3-line loss 8.6% vs 7.4%; p>0.05).

Conclusion: NA to treatment and follow-up regimens is a common problem in the management of patients with AMD and DME and limits clinical treatment outcomes under real-life conditions. Patients with DME have the highest risk of patient-associated NA, associated with a higher risk for significant VA loss.
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Introduction

The efficacy of anti-VEGF treatment with ranibizumab, bevacizumab, or aflibercept has been proven in several Phase III randomized clinical trials for neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD), diabetic macular edema (DME), and branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO). Phase IV trials, however, found inferior clinical outcomes under real-life conditions compared with controlled treatment trials.

In AMD, Phase III trials found a significant gain in best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) after treatment that could be maintained over a course of 24 months. Real-life studies, however, found only a stabilization of BCVA and the initial VA gain was lost over time in most patients. A subgroup analysis of the AURA study revealed...
that differences in the management of patients with nAMD in different countries (eg, in regard to the number of intravitreal injections [IVIs] administered, or the number of examinations and optical coherence tomography [OCT] performed) were associated with differences in clinical outcomes. There was a tendency toward better clinical outcomes in countries where more control examinations, OCTs, and IVI were performed. In DME, VA outcomes might be comparable between Phase III studies and clinical reality with a higher proportion of patients keeping their initial BCVA gains. However, most of this data are derived from extensions of Phase III trials and might not correctly represent true clinical reality. For BRVO, there is only little evidence available on long-term real-life outcomes.

Identifying the factors that contribute to inferior treatment outcomes in clinical real-life settings is important to deliver best possible care to IVI patients. A longer distance between the patients’ home and their treatment center, subjective dissatisfaction with treatment results, the burden of frequent follow-up visits, high age, low BCVA at baseline, or poor patient knowledge have been associated with reduced treatment outcomes in nAMD, probably by promoting nonadherence (NA). NA can be defined as a deviation from treatment recommendations (either by the patient or by the treating physician/center). There are only limited data on NA in macular diseases other than AMD. In addition, there are no studies distinguishing between center- and patient-associated NA.

In this study, we analyze the extent and impact of NA in nAMD, but also in DME and BRVO, and we seek to differentiate between patient- and center-related reasons.

**Patients and methods**

**Study design**

All patients in this retrospective, observational cohort study were treated at the Eye Center, University of Freiburg, Germany, according to the treatment recommendations of the German Ophthalmic Society and the German Retina Society (available at [http://www.dog.org/?cat=789](http://www.dog.org/?cat=789)). The study was registered in the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS) as DRKS00007999. Ethical approval was obtained from the institutional review board of the University of Freiburg, Germany. Patients signed written informed consent prior to inclusion in the study.

At the study center (Eye Center, University Hospital, Freiburg), the routine anti-VEGF treatment protocol was comparable to the IVAN PRN scheme. For patients with nAMD, DME, or BRVO, the protocol stipulates an upload of 3 monthly IVIs of ranibizumab, aflibercept, or bevacizumab, followed by OCT and fundus exam 4 weeks later. In case of persistent or recurrent disease activity, one to three additional 4- to 6-weekly IVIs are scheduled, depending on disease activity. In cases with no signs of disease activity, monthly follow-up visits with BCVA and spectral domain-OCT are performed for up to 6 months after the last IVI.

**Study objectives**

The study was conceived to analyze the extent and impact of NA on clinical results in the treatment of the nAMD, DME, and BRVO. The main predefined end points of this 12-month-study were: proportion of patients with significant VA gain or loss (≥3 BCVA lines), change of VA, extent of NA (defined as unintended treatment/examination gaps >56 days) and reasons for NA, and differences between indications.

**Study collective and inclusion/exclusion criteria**

Eligible patients were identified via a search in the institutional scheduling database for all patients who were started on anti-VEGF treatment for nAMD, DME, and BRVO between November 2011 and March 2014 at the Eye Center, University Hospital, Freiburg, Germany. Exclusion criteria were IVIs in the context of an interventional clinical study, IVIs for medication other than anti-VEGF (eg, steroids), and any other intraocular surgery within the first 12 months of anti-VEGF treatment (eg, phacoemulsification). Patients with central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO) were not included, as patient numbers were expected to be too low for meaningful interpretation.

**Data acquisition**

Clinical data, including disease group, dates of injections and OCTs, and VA before first treatment and after 12±2 months (or at last examination before 12 months), were electronically extracted from clinical records and manually reviewed. Last-observation-carried forward analysis was used if VA was not available at 12±2 months. Only one eye per patient was chosen as study eye. If both eyes fulfilled the aforementioned criteria, the right eye was included.

Dates of consultations (treatments or examinations with OCT) were analyzed for the occurrence of gaps between treatments and/or follow-up of >56 days. Eight weeks (56 days) was chosen as a cutoff to respect the intended interval of 4 weeks (28 days) between follow-ups or treatments on the one hand, and to allow for individual variations (maximally +4 weeks, for example, in case of rescheduled or missed visits) on the other hand. Patients without any gap >56 days were classified as “continuously adherent.” If the treating physician considered further treatment or examinations unnecessary, the patient was classified as
“treatment success” or “intended gap.” Unintended gaps >56 days between treatments led to the classification “non-adherence” (NA). If more than one gap >56 days occurred within the first 12 months of treatment, only the first gap was analyzed.

NA was manually coded whether it was caused by the patient (did not show up for treatment/follow-up) or the treatment center (no/late appointment scheduled) and whether the underlying disease was active (treatment recommended) or inactive (follow-up recommended) at the last visit before the gap occurred.

Statistical analysis
Groups were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Data are presented as mean and standard deviation (SD) for continuous variables and patient counts and percentages for categorical variables. Data were compared between diseases and follow-up subgroups (adherent vs nonadherent), using the two-sided Wilcoxon’s test for independent samples (between groups) or dependent samples (within groups) for continuous variables and the Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables, where appropriate. VA was transformed to logMAR before analysis.

Kaplan–Meier-analysis was performed to estimate the incidence of NA. Log-rank test was used to analyze for differences in time to NA between groups (all NA, patient-associated NA).

Logistic regression was performed to identify factors associated with patient-associated NA (occurrence of NA as dependent variable) in the nAMD, DME, and BRVO subgroups.

P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Because of the exploratory nature of the study, no correction for multiple testing was performed. Statistics were performed using the freely available statistic software R (version 3.3.1) including Rcmdr packages.¹⁹

Results
Study group and adherence
A total of 1,269 patients signed informed consent. Of those, 561 were excluded (389 indication not suitable, 148 receiving co-treatment, 16 participating in other clinical studies, and 8 receiving treatment elsewhere). Consequently, 708 patients were included in the study. Of those, 466 were treated for nAMD, 134 for DME, and 108 for BRVO.

Distribution of treatment success and continuous follow-up and NA for nAMD, DME, and BRVO are shown in Figure 1. In case of persistent or recurrent disease activity, the median turnaround time from indication to IVI treatment was 21 days.

Figure 1 Follow-up over 12 months in nAMD, DME, and BRVO patients.
Notes: Success, no treatment or follow-up necessary, leading to intended gap >56 days; continuous adherence, patient underwent frequent treatments or follow-ups at least every 56 days; nonadherence, at least one unintended gap >56 days between treatments or follow-ups; this subgroup is further analyzed in Figure 2.
Abbreviations: nAMD, neovascular age-related macular degeneration; DME, diabetic macular edema; BRVO, branch retinal vein occlusion.

Treatment success (leading to intended gaps >56 days between consultations) was seen in 67 of 466 nAMD patients (14.4%), 16 of 134 DME patients (11.9%), and 34 of 108 BRVO patients (31.5%; p=0.001 between groups). Continuous treatment or follow-ups were performed in 53.4% of nAMD patients, 44.0% of DME patients, and 43.5% of BRVO patients (p=0.053). Consequently, only every second DME patient in our study was treated in line with the intended follow-up regimen (67.8% in nAMD, 56.0% in DME, and 75.0% in BRVO, p<0.01 between groups). NA was more common in the DME group (44.0%) than in nAMD (32.2%) or BRVO (25.0%, p<0.01 between groups).

The reasons for NA were further analyzed and are shown in Figure 2. In most cases, NA was patient-associated, regardless of the underlying disease (nAMD 80.0% patient-associated vs 20.0% center-associated, DME 83.1% vs 26.9%, and BRVO 70.4% vs 29.6%; p=0.38 between groups of nonadherent patients). Disease activity was present in almost every second patient with DME but only every third patient with BRVO at the time when the first gap >56 days occurred (40.0% in nAMD, 47.5% in DME, and 33.3% in BRVO; p=0.30 between groups). In addition, disease activity was more common in patient-associated NA than in center-associated NA (44.1% vs 27.1%, p=0.033).

Relating to the total number of included patients (adherent and nonadherent), patient-associated NA was more common...
in DME than in nAMD or BRVO (nAMD: 25.8%, DME: 36.6%, and BRVO: 17.6%; p<0.01). Center-associated NA was comparable between groups (nAMD: 6.4%, DME: 7.5%, and BRVO: 7.4%; p=0.84).

Kaplan–Meier estimation shows a continuous decline of adherence in all disease groups, with a steeper decline in DME patients compared with nAMD and BRVO (p<0.01 between groups, all patients, log-rank test, and Kaplan–Meier estimation, Figure 3).

The median duration of treatment gaps was 79.5 days (mean ± SD: 144.4±161.1 days) in nAMD, 88.0 days (164.9±167.5) in DME, and 72.0 days (98.0±56.5) in BRVO. The proportion of nonadherent patients who did not return at all for further treatments or examinations (loss to follow-up) was significantly different between diseases: while 93.7% of nonadherent patients with BRVO returned for further follow-up, only two-thirds of patients with nAMD and DME returned for further appointments (69.9% and 69.5%, respectively, p<0.001 between all groups).

Factors associated with patient-associated NA
Odds ratios (ORs) for all tested factors are shown in Table 1. In the nAMD subset, higher age (OR: 1.04, p=0.013) and poor VA at baseline (OR: 2.37, p=0.048) were statistically significantly associated with higher risk for patient-associated NA. In the DME and BRVO subsets, no statistically significant associations were identified.

Association of NA with clinical outcomes
Patients with continuous follow-up or treatment success (ie, intended gaps in line with treatment protocol) had more IVI and OCT scans than nonadherent patients in all disease entities (Table 2). In nAMD and DME, both IVIs and OCTs were performed more often in the subgroup with good treatment adherence. Association of adherence with VA outcomes is shown in Figure 4. A higher proportion of adherent nAMD patients improved by at least 3 BCVA lines, compared with nonadherent nAMD patients (19.9% vs 12.0%, respectively, p=0.035), while the percentage with a loss of at least three lines was comparable. In DME, a gain of at least three lines was comparable between adherent and nonadherent subgroups. However, significantly more nonadherent DME patients experienced clinically significant VA loss (1.3% vs 15.3%, p<0.01).

We observed no statistically significant differences between adherent and nonadherent BRVO subgroups regarding VA development.

Discussion
In this study, NA, defined as unintended gaps >56 days between treatments/follow-ups, occurred in a significant number of patients (nAMD: 32%, DME: 44%, and BRVO:...
Several explanations for patient-associated NA have been suggested. The PONS study investigated possible factors leading to NA in nAMD patients, including clinical parameters, and demographical and socioeconomic factors (eg, education, impaired mobility, or need for help with transport to injections). However, no relevant correlation could be identified. In a study by Boulanger-Scemama et al., patients indicated problems with mobility or needing help to keep treatment appointments as a major hindrance especially in the long term. Further barriers were disappointment in clinical results and the need for frequent follow-up examinations. Higher age and poor BCVA at baseline, as well as a long distance to the treating center were associated with poor adherence.

In our analysis, higher age and poor baseline VA were associated with a higher risk for NA in the nAMD subgroup, but not in the DME and BRVO subgroups. These patients were younger and had better baseline BCVA compared with patients with nAMD. This suggests that factors contributing to NA may be different between diseases. An explanation may be the presence of additional comorbidities in patients with DME, since the congregation of several risk factors was shown earlier to be associated with higher risk for NA. In these cases, a patient’s attention may be focused on other conditions requiring treatment or care, so that from the patient’s perspective the retinal disease may be subordinated. Cooperation and intense correspondence between treating physicians from different specialties has been proven to be beneficial in promoting adherence in these patients. Socioeconomic factors (such as status of employment or education) might contribute as well, but could not be analyzed in this retrospective study.

The inferiority of real-life clinical outcomes compared with Phase-III trials in nAMD, defined as a lower mean gain or even loss of VA, has been described in several larger studies. An undersupply with IVI and OCT is most commonly used to explain this inferiority. In our study, mean VA did not differ significantly between adherent and nonadherent subgroups, although the percentage of nAMD patients gaining significantly was higher in the adherent subgroup. This can probably be explained by the relatively high number of IVI and OCT even in the nonadherent subgroup of patients,
Table 2 Description of study groups with patient and treatment characteristics, stratified for adherence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Follow-up</th>
<th>nAMD</th>
<th>DME</th>
<th>BRVO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients, No (%)</td>
<td>Adherent 316 (68) vs 150 (32)</td>
<td>Adherent 75 (56) vs 59 (44)</td>
<td>Adherent 81 (75) vs 27 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD), years</td>
<td>Nonadherent 77.9 (7.8) vs 79.0 (8.8)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 65.7 (11.4) vs 66.6 (10.2)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 69.3 (10.3) vs 69.1 (13.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, No (%)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 206 (65) vs 88 (59)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 30 (40) vs 17 (29)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 41 (51) vs 14 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired mobility, No (%)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 28 (8.9) vs 15 (10.0)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 6 (8.0) vs 5 (8.5)</td>
<td>Nonadherent 4 (4.9) vs 3 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA study eye baseline</td>
<td>Adherent 0.514 (0.371) vs 0.515 (0.335)</td>
<td>Adherent 0.384 (0.266) vs 0.405 (0.288)</td>
<td>Adherent 0.459 (0.315) vs 0.581 (0.332)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA study eye 1 year</td>
<td>Adherent 0.507 (0.423) vs 0.534 (0.407)</td>
<td>Adherent 0.309 (0.249) vs 0.391 (0.293)</td>
<td>Adherent 0.276 (0.355) vs 0.371 (0.391)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of VA study eye</td>
<td>Nonadherent -0.008 (0.338) vs +0.019 (0.299)</td>
<td>Nonadherent -0.076 (0.213) vs -0.014 (0.267)</td>
<td>Nonadherent -0.183 (0.348) vs -0.209 (0.338)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA fellow eye baseline</td>
<td>Adherent 0.569 (0.650) vs 0.566 (0.661)</td>
<td>Adherent 0.314 (0.364) vs 0.380 (0.359)</td>
<td>Adherent 0.062 (0.134) vs 0.175 (0.409)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both eyes treated, No (%)</td>
<td>Adherent 44 (13.9) vs 19 (12.7)</td>
<td>Adherent 20 (26.7) vs 11 (18.6)</td>
<td>Adherent 2.5 (2.5) vs 0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upload successful, No (%)</td>
<td>Adherent 307 (97.2) vs 139 (92.7)</td>
<td>Adherent 71 (94.7) vs 53 (89.8)</td>
<td>Adherent 79.9 (97.5) vs 26 (96.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA study eye better than fellow eye</td>
<td>Adherent 155 (49.1) vs 71 (47.3)</td>
<td>Adherent 41 (54.7) vs 34 (57.6)</td>
<td>Adherent 31 (38.3) vs 7 (25.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days diagnosis to IVI, mean (SD)</td>
<td>Adherent 20.8 (11.6) vs 19.3 (13.1)</td>
<td>Adherent 24.5 (13.1) vs 21.2 (14.9)</td>
<td>Adherent 18.4 (11.1) vs 16.2 (10.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT, No (SD)</td>
<td>Adherent 4.2 (1.9) vs 2.9 (1.9)</td>
<td>Adherent 4.1 (2.1) vs 2.2 (1.8)</td>
<td>Adherent 3.8 (1.8) vs 3.2 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVI, No (SD)</td>
<td>Adherent 6.8 (2.6) vs 5.0 (2.3)</td>
<td>Adherent 7.4 (2.4) vs 5.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>Adherent 6.0 (2.8) vs 5.1 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT + IVI, No (SD)</td>
<td>Adherent 11.1 (2.9) vs 7.9 (3.2)</td>
<td>Adherent 11.5 (3.0) vs 7.3 (3.8)</td>
<td>Adherent 9.8 (3.5) vs 8.3 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: VA displayed as mean (SD), logMAR. Statistically significant p-values (<0.05) are shown in bold.

Abbreviations: nAMD, neovascular age-related macular degeneration; DME, diabetic macular edema; BRVO, branch retinal vein occlusion; VA, visual acuity; No, number; SD, standard deviation; IVI, intravitreal injection; OCT, optical coherence tomography.

Which is higher than, for example, in AURA (2.9 OCT and 5.0 IVI in this study vs 2.1 and 4.3 in AURA, Germany). A study investigating an intensified monitoring program, however, has failed to prove an advantage over conventional follow-up in patients with nAMD. One shortcoming in the current literature is that most studies do not differentiate between patient- and center-associated NA. In our analysis, however, NA was correlated predominantly with the proportion of patients losing 15 letters. The reasons for these differences cannot be deduced from this study. It is, however, important to acknowledge the presence of such differences and potentially intensify patient counseling particularly for important to acknowledge the presence of such differences and potentially intensify patient counseling particularly for
DME patients at risk of significantly losing VA. In our cohort, we did not find any statistically significant differences for VA outcomes in adherent vs nonadherent BRVO subgroups, which may in part be explained by the smaller number of patients but may also reflect the overall better VA prognosis.

Our study had several limitations. Because of the retrospective design, there was no mandatory treatment protocol. Treatment was, however, based on official treatment recommendations in Germany, as explained above. Some data could not be obtained retrospectively, such as reasons for patient-associated treatment gaps. In addition, VA at 12 months was not available for all patients, and a last observation carried forward strategy (VA at the least registered appointment before treatment discontinuation) was used. This may lead to a selection and a reporting bias, which cannot be completely ruled out in a retrospective analysis of NA. Strengths of the study include the ability to discriminate between center- and patient-associated causes of NA, as well as the inclusion of three disease entities (nAMD, DME, and BRVO), allowing comparison of NA in different clinical settings. The number of patients is considerably lower for DME and BRVO compared with nAMD, and thus, the study may be underpowered for some statistical evaluations particularly in these groups.

Conclusion
NA was common in nAMD, DME, and BRVO, and NA occurred more often in DME than in nAMD or BRVO. NA was predominantly patient-associated in all groups. NA was associated with inferior clinical outcomes in patients treated for nAMD and DME.
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